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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction to Conscious Creating 

“Men go to far greater lengths to avoid what they fear 
than to obtain what they desire.”  

― Dan Brown 

We each have the desire to be happier. But to be a 
happy means many and different things to each of us, and 
it is our choices in life which will determine whether we 
will reach our desires or not.  

Life is sometimes filled with obstacles, and I have 
yet to meet the person whose life goes smoothly all of the 
time. People who have not given up on achieving their 
desires in life will be confronted with difficult choices at 
times. The formula I am introducing to you is designed to 
help exactly at those times, showing you the path towards 
making successful choices in order to achieve all of your 
goals and desires in life. 

We are each unique, but we all have the same basic 
needs and desires. We all want to be happy and satisfied. 
In fact, the basis of each and every one of our choices and 
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decisions is a basic belief that by making this choice or 
decision, we are creating a better, happier life for 
ourselves, either in the short or the long term.  

Throughout the years we have collected beliefs 
about ourselves and about life that we believe and accept 
as true. These beliefs sometimes distort our connection 
with our true inner being which is there to help and guide 
us towards making successful choices that will truly 
create our happiness, and avoid choices that will not be 
beneficial for us. 

In most countries, by law, from the age of 18 every 
person becomes responsible for their own life. When we 
reach that magical age, our thoughts, beliefs, behaviors 
and choices become 100% our own responsibility.  

In my own personal life, from the time I became 
fully responsible for myself at the age of 18 until the age 
of 28, I had made all of the possible mistakes and bad 
choices that one could possibly make. Although by that 
time I held two university degrees in the field of 
medicine, my studies never provided me with the 
information or insight on how to succeed in life. It was 
certainly not that I wasn’t capable or not smart enough to 
do so. In fact, school testings indicated that my IQ was 
significantly above average. However, I didn’t know or 
have the proper foundation for living a successful life and 
didn’t understand how to make effective choices that 
would lead to my happiness, fulfilment, and prosperity. 
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Truth be told, I spoiled or wasted most of the good 
opportunities that came my way. 

Through my bad choices and mistakes, my life 
became hurdled with difficulties in every possible aspect. 
I was in a financial rut, my personal life was a disaster, 
and I was suffering from addictions, but this did not stop 
me from continuing to make further bad decisions. Only 
at the age of 29 after I had left my abusive marriage and 
was raising my two mentally disabled daughters on my 
own with no money to put food on the table, suffering 
from bulimia, and still having court battles with my ex-
husband over the custody of our daughters, did I finally 
reach the understanding that I did not want my life to 
continue like this. I had to get my act together or else I 
would lose the custody of my children to my ex-husband. 
This was something that I was not willing to accept. 

Employing my knowledge and academic research 
capabilities I began studying the subject of success, 
happiness, and fulfilment in great depths. I then began 
transforming the knowledge I gained into practical steps 
to change my behavioral patterns and my life in general 
by making more successful choices, which eventually 
brought me to where I am now, living the life I’d always 
desired with the man of my dreams enjoying happiness 
and personal fulfilment which are not dependent on 
anything outside of myself. 
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Thirteen years have passed as of writing this book 
since the day I discovered these steps and when I look 
back at my life I can safely say that what seemed to be 
obstacles at the time proved later to be opportunities for 
my growth, development, and personal fulfilment. These 
obstacles forced me to become a better, happier, and 
more successful human being.  

I now understand that we need balance in all 
aspects of life in order to reach success, happiness, and 
fulfilment. All parts of our life need to work in harmony 
together in order for us to be headed on the right track 
towards fulfilling our true propose for which we came 
into this life. Balance in all of the important aspects of life 
include: 

- Peace of mind 
- Health and energy 
- Solid, long-lasting relationships 
- Long-term goals 
- Fulfilling our personal unique purpose.  
Balance will only happen if we make the right 

choices in all aspects of life. Making the correct ones 
always stems from being honest and truthful with 
ourselves. 

In this book I will introduce you to my formula for 
achieving Optimum Health, which has helped me 
transform my life by making better, more successful 
choices in my life. By considering each of the principles 
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before making any decision, you will be happy with the 
consequences in your life and this will lead to your lasting 
success and personal fulfilment. 

Life is like stretching a rubber band: if you take a 
pen and make a mark on the rubber band before you 
stretch it, you will notice that as you extend the band that 
the mark you made will move backwards. This is the same 
in life. If we are not moving forwards and developing our 
performance in life, then we are actually moving 
backwards due to the expandability of our universe. 
Therefore the process of personal growth and continuous 
learning is an ongoing study that should continue 
throughout our lifetime. This perception of life allows us 
to also enjoy the WAY towards manifesting our goals and 
desires, rather than only expecting to enjoy the 
manifestation of the desires themselves. The WAY 
towards achieving our goals is why we came here. This is 
the creation process with all its glory, and this is 
thoroughly based on the choices we are making every 
single moment of every single day. 

For over 400 years scientists thought that once we 
reached adulthood our brains were fixed entities that 
could not grow or further develop, and that the 
intelligence we were born with and learned throughout 
our early childhood years is how we would remain for the 
rest of our lives. Therefore there was no need to mentally 
train our brain and improve it, as we know how 
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important this function is with regards to our physical 
body.  

But today, science understands the plasticity of our 
brains, and that through our experiences we can form 
new brain cells (neurogenesis), as well as build new 
connections between brain cells (neurons) which allows 
us to acquire new skills, behaviors, and to improve 
ourselves at any age. In fact, we are physically capable of 
modifying our brain to become better at doing anything 
that we focus our attention upon. So if you are often 
behaving in an unproductive mode, this will become your 
default behavior. By training yourself to make better, 
more conscious choices in life, and by focusing your 
attention on the end product of how you want to be, you 
are actually changing your brain default activity mode to 
one that will support you in life. 

“Do not spoil what you have by desiring what you have 
not; remember that what you now have, was once 

among the things you only hoped for.”  
― Epicurus 

A feeling of disatisfaction with your current 
situation is actually a very good sign. It means that it is 
time to improve your current lifestyle or change it for 
something better for yourself because you have evolved 
and developed. Therefore feeling dissatisfied is actually a 
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positive sign. It means that it is time to align ourselves 
with a new and expanded version of ourselves in order to 
fully realize our higher potential. It means that there are a 
whole host of new opportunities awaiting us. We just 
have to align our behaviors and choices with our new and 
expanded version in order to enjoy these new 
opportunities that await us.  

P e o p l e w h o r e s t r a i n t h e s e f e e l i n g s o f 
dissatisfaction once they have them so that they will not 
need to leave their comfort zone are not really living life. 
J.K. Rowling, British novelist best known as the author of 
the Harry Potter series which became the bestselling book 
series in history (1) expressed it precisely when she said:  

“It is impossible to live without failing at 
something, unless you live so cautiously that you 
might as well not have lived at all, in which case 
you have failed by default.” 

In this book I will introduce to you the formula for 
making successful choices in life. This very practical 
formula will help you make successful choices for yourself 
in any and all of your ventures. 

The strategy I use is simple, practical, and will help 
you choose the right things at the right time to create 
exactly what you want in life. It’s like driving a car: when 
you want to get somewhere, you first have to learn to 
drive, get a permit, then you have to choose your 
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destination and learn the way to get to your destination. 
If you do not know how to drive the car or if you do not 
know where to go or the way to get there, the likelihood of 
you reaching your desired destination is slim.  

We are part of the creative process and if you want 
to consciously create and reach your desires, you will 
have to take an active role by making successful choices 
that will get you there. This book will teach you how to do 
this easily, with less stress, less mistakes and less 
frustrations. 

The 6 Principles 
Our lives are the sum of the choices we make. By 

using this formula you will be able to see whether your 
choices are pointing you in the right direction to a happy, 
purposeful life filled with well-being or not. 

Are you ready to make your dreams come true? 
Let’s begin. 

The 6 Principles to consider before making any 
choice are as follows: 

I. Value 
II. Love 
III. Belief 
IV. Action 
V. Focus 
VI. Future 
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All of these principles must be present in any 
positive, life promoting choice. They must cumulatively 
exist if you are to be happy and fulfilled with the path you 
are taking. Understanding the deep meaning of each 
principle will help you to understand yourself better. 

In this book we shall delve into each principle with 
a special look at how each of the 6 principles can help 
you make successful choices for creating Optimum 
Health. When you use this method to making successful 
choices for Optimum Health, you will increase your level 
of Optimum Health dramatically. 

Each of the principles in this strategy consists of a 
set of questions that by answering them will help you 
make successful choices for creating Optimum Health in 
life. Your responses will help you determine whether your 
choice is the right one for you, and whether it will 
enhance your life or not. 

Now let’s go into depth for each of the 6 Principles 
in the strategy for creating Optimum Health.  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CHAPTER 2 

The 6 Principles for Creating Wealth 
- Introduction 

“If money is your hope for independence you will never 
have it. The only real security that a man will have in 
this world is a reserve of knowledge, experience and 

ability.” 

 - Henry Ford 

A very important factor that affects almost every 
aspect of our lives is our financial situation. We all wish 
to be financially independent and to have complete 
freedom of worry from money woes. The amount of 
money which we each feel is enough to have reached 
financial independence differs from person to person, 
and will change as we become more financially well off. 
The sum of money you desire to have today may, and 
probably will, change as you earn more money, but for 
everyone, financial independence is reached once we 
reach the point when we do not need to worry about how 
we are going to pay our bills and our commitments. We 
cannot truly be happy and satisfied if we do not know 
how to we are going to survive in this world.  
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How to create abundance when poor 

A question I used to get a lot from my first 
coaching clients was: “How can I create abundance while 
I'm still poor”? My answer was simple:”You can’t"! 

It is impossible to do! The reason it is impossible 
to do is only because you  can’t reach abundance from a 
mindset of poverty straight away, you must first change 
the mindset. Those  of you looking to create abundance 
when poor still have the mindset of poverty and even if 
this is the reality you are facing right now, if you do not 
want this to be your reality tomorrow or in the future, you 
must change your mindset today.  

We are always creating our tomorrow’s through 
the thoughts we are thinking today. If you are considering 
yourself poor today, then your future of remaining poor is 
secured. If this is not something you want to have, then it 
is time to first change your poverty mindset. Lets first 
start by changing the question from how to create 
abundance when poor, to just: How to create abundance. 

Changing a mindset is never easy, that is why it is 
c a l l e d a m i n d - s e t . Y o u r m i n d i s s e t w i t h i n 
a certain pattern of thinking and to change the mindset, 
you must change the pattern of thinking. Patterns of 
thinking are habits of thought that we have formed over 
many years, and are  proven again and again to us that 
they are real, because what you expect, you will most 
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certainly get. The first step towards changing thought 
patterns is to understand the laws of nature. The universe 
is governed by precise laws that control the natural order 
of things. Everything in nature and everything around us 
is governed by these natural laws, and science has proven 
most of these laws with certainty, for example, the law of 
magnets, gravity, energy, motion, etc. A law that is less 
well known, but nevertheless exists all the same and has 
been talked about and written in books for centuries, is 
the law of cause and effect. The law of cause and effect is 
based on Newton’s third law of motion which states that: 
For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. 
Meaning that whenever two objects A and B interact with 
each other, they exert equal forces upon each other.  

So whatever you choose to place your thoughts 
upon, you will attract into your life in equal proportions. 
Feelings are the indicators we have that  tell us whether 
we are attracting happy, positive things into our lives or, 
whether we are attracting unhappy, negative things into 
our lives.  

Since the law of cause and effect works 100% of the 
time, then we must understand that we always have the 
power to create our reality by placing our focus on 
positive thoughts which will create positive situations 
into our lives. 

If we are in the poverty mindset, and our thoughts 
and feelings are focused upon scarcity and lack, we will 
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always be creating more of this in our lives. Our thoughts 
gain momentum the more passion we place into them. 
Passion is energy and energy is never lost. It is always 
met with an equal force of energy. Therefore, in order to 
leave our poverty mindset, we must put the energy into 
changing our attitude towards things. 

In order to change our attitude and later our 
reality, we must first understand that we each have the 
ability to create abundance. We are each unique and we 
each have unique abilities that can allow us to create any 
life for ourselves that we desire if only we focus and 
control the bulk of our thoughts and feelings. 

The first step towards changing our mindset is 
removing our habitual negative thought patterns. 

However, the one thing you should not do when 
you are in the poverty mindset is to fight those thoughts, 
because when you fight the thoughts, you are placing your 
focus upon these negative, habitual thought patterns, 
instead of focusing on a  better more positive future for 
yourself. It is difficult to change thought patterns because 
when we focus on the thoughts that we do not want, we 
are creating more of what we do not want. Instead, 
acknowledge the negative thought. And acknowledge how 
many times you are thinking poverty ridden thoughts a 
day.  

This is the first step towards becoming wealthier. 
Why? Because you are no longer creating your future 
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unconsciously. You are slowly becoming more aware of 
what you are creating for yourself through the thoughts 
that you are choosing to entertain in your mind. By 
acknowledging your poverty stricken thoughts, you are 
slowly taking back control. The action of taking back 
control consciously is not a quick action, it is a procedure 
that takes time, but at the end of this procedure you will 
be on the right path to reach your destination of 
abundance. 

Once you begin to recognise how many times a day 
you were previously creating poverty for your future life 
through the unconscious thoughts you were entertaining 
in your mind, you will begin to understand that you are 
actually responsible for your current situation of poverty 
due to the bulk of your previously negative thoughts 
which were focused on poverty instead of on abundance. I 
was in this exact situation a decade ago, and the moment 
I started paying attention to my thoughts and chosen 
words I was dumbfounded to find that the largest 
proportion of my thoughts at the time were poverty 
stricken and that I was actually creating a future of 
poverty for myself through poverty stricken thoughts. 

The next step, after recognising the amount of 
unconscious poverty producing thoughts you are having a 
day, is to choose one of the following options: 
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1.  The poverty mindset often comes from deep 
rooted fears. You can  choose to replace these poverty 
stricken thoughts that arise from feelings of fear,  loss of 
control, and feelings of unworthiness into something you 
can be thankful for. For example, instead of focusing on 
the bad in the situation and thinking for example:  “Oh 
how my situation is just so bad, I really haven’t got a clue 
how to get myself out of this situation”, you can choose to 
replace the  lack  mindset into one that will create 
abundance for you by thinking of what you do have in 
your life that perhaps others do not have. This 
automatically shifts your mindset from one of lack, to one 
of appreciation and thankfulness. An attitude of 
thankfulness brings you into the mindset that you 
already have enough to be thankful for, and this will 
make you feel better, and when you are feeling good and 
grateful, you will attract more things to you that will 
make you feel good and grateful through the law of cause 
and effect. 

2. The second option you can use when a thought 
of lack and hardship enters your mind,  is to just 
release the thought. You do not need to think about what 
you want or don’t want to have or do, instead just go out 
and do an activity that makes you feel good. You can 
choose an exercise you love to do, listen to your favourite 
music, take a walk outdoors, look at pictures of someone 
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you love who makes you happy, or do something creative 
that you enjoy, for example, cooking, drawing, painting, 
playing your favourite musical instrument, etc. Whatever 
you choose to do, make it something that makes you feel 
really good and will have no long term adverse effects on 
your health or on your pocket. By doing something that 
makes you feel good, you allow yourself to forget what 
you do not want to have in your life and allows you to 
create a flow of good things into your life that will make 
you feel good through the law of cause and effect. Good 
energy will attract more good and positive energy. 

3. The third opt ion for  changing your 
mindset  involves making a plan. By setting a goal and 
then going after it step by step, you are changing your 
mindset from focusing on “whats not” towards “what is” 
what you can do. Even if you don’t have a clue about how 
to get from poverty  to abundance, by taking small baby 
steps in the right direction you will already be creating 
momentum towards abundance and this momentum will 
create more momentum.    By having a plan in place, you 
slowly remove any  resistance that you may be creating 
against your efforts to create your desire of abundance 
because you will learn, baby step after baby step, to have 
faith in your abilities, and when you  don’t  build 
up  resistance against your goal coming to fruition, you 
will start to notice how all kinds of ideas suddenly come 
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to your attention, and people will suddenly pop into your 
life to help you achieve your goals. Your only job is to go 
with the flow and take baby action steps and when 
opportunity arrives, to go with the flow and  avoid any 
thoughts of resistance towards your goal.  

Once you learn to take charge of your thoughts and 
your feelings and start allowing more thoughts of 
abundance to take a central stage in your mind, you will 
be amazed at the speed that abundance will start to take 
form in your life and I say this from my own experience. 
By simply changing my mindset and tending to which 
thoughts I allowed to occupy my mind, while taking the 
right actions, I completely transformed my financial 
situation from poverty and lack, to true abundance, and 
you can do the same. The law of cause and effect lets this 
work for anyone as fast as they allow it 100% of the time.  

So what are you choosing to think of now? If you 
find yourself choosing too many thoughts of lack and 
scarcity, instead of dealing with your thoughts and trying 
to change them, deal with your feelings and take control 
over them instead. Change your feelings by doing things 
that will make you happy and will get your mind off of 
money matters. Even if you are not  thinking about 
making money, but are in a state of feeling good by doing 
whatever you find enjoyable, you are still in the process of 
creating a better,  more abundant future for yourself, 
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including a better financial future just by enjoying 
yourself in the present.  

Remember, the happier you are, the more you will 
be emitting positive energy which will be matched by 
equal positive energy.  

In the following Chapters we shall go over the 6 
Principles to making successful choices in life for 
creating financial independence, helping you get into the 
correct mindset and choose wealth promoting actions 
that will allow you to easily reach your financial goals.  

The outlines are easy to follow and will move you, 
step by step, into a position of financial freedom.   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CHAPTER 3 

   The 6 Principles for Creating 
Wealth – Principle 1: Value 

“Try not to become a man of success. Rather become a 
man of value.”  

 - Albert Einstein 

The first set of questions to ask yourself are: 
 “Will this chosen job/career give me Value? Will 

others gain Value from this choice of mine?”

The first principle towards reaching financial 
freedom and having a good and steady income is 
choosing a vocation that will add value to others. If you 
offer a service that people want and need, it must be a 
service that will give others value as that is what people 
are willing to pay for. As you provide others with value, 
you will gain value not only in the form of monetary 
trade, but also in the amount of the happiness you will 
feel. 
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Your first step is therefore choosing something 
that people need. It can be something physical such as 
help or advice from your personal experience or from 
something you have learned in life or studied. It can be 
something that will give people pleasure or healing. It can 
really be anything that adds any type of value to others 
because without adding value to others, no one will be 
willing to pay you for anything.  

Pursue something that people truly need and want. 
You may have many ideas about what you want to do. 
Choose the idea that you will both enjoy and will add the 
most value to others. Try and choose an idea or service 
that people are most in need of in today’s society. When 
you enrich other people's lives, you enrich your own life 
because true happiness is found in serving and giving to 
others, contrary to what some people believe is necessary 
such as having more money to acquire more “things.” By 
the simple act of being of service to others, you are repaid 
a thousand fold because by the act of serving and bringing 
happiness and value to others, you are bringing 
happiness and value also into your own life.  

The best way to earn an honest and happy living 
and get yourself out of debt, is not by getting too wrapped 
up in your own problems, but rather through helping 
others get out of their difficulties. This is why adding 
value in any way to others is the first sure step to 
becoming wealthy. 
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Think of some of the richest people on earth. What 
have they made their fortune from? From giving people 
value. John Paul Dejoria, billionaire businessman best 
known as cofounder of the Paul Mitchell line of hair care 
products, said that:  

“In order to become rich, you have got to do 
what other people are not willing to do.”  
Mark Zuckerberg, chairman and CEO of Facebook, 

has said: 
 “You can be so bad at so many things… and 
as long as you stay focused on how you’re 
providing value to your users and customers, 
and you have something that is unique and 
valuable… you get through all that stuff.” 
Marc Adreessen, founder of Netscape and one of 

the few people to pioneer a software category used by 
more than a billion people (web browsers) says: 

“Existing companies are usually pretty good 
at what they do, so for a new company to 
exist, it not only needs to bring a new product 
to the market, the product must be so much 
better than what already exists that it 
punches through the status quo”.  
Jeff Bezos, chairman and CEO of Amazon.com 

recommends: 
“To put a vast majority of energy, attention 
and dollars into building a great product or 
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service, and put a smaller amount (of these 
things) into marketing it. Because I know 
that if I build a great product or service and 
give it a little patience, my customers will tell 
others about it.” 
All of these billionaires say it very clearly, although 

in different words, that it is value that people are willing 
to pay for, and pay well indeed. What can you do to add 
value to other people’s lives? 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CHAPTER 4 

   The 6 Principles for Creating 
Wealth – Principle 2: Love 

“Doing what you love is the cornerstone of having 
abundance in your life.” 

- Wayne Dyer 

The second set of questions to ask yourself are: 
“Does this choice originate from true love to 

myself and others? Do I really love this choice?” 

If you really want to reach financial freedom you 
must be doing something that you have passion and 
interest in. Therefore, the second step you need to take 
into account is what you love to do and what you are good 
at doing.  
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Ask yourself “What inspires me? What comes from 
the deepest part of my soul? What is that special talent 
that is built within me that I would love to share with the 
world and will add value to the world? What comes 
naturally to me?” 

It is of utmost importance to enjoy what you are 
doing, because if you enjoy your work, you will have 
endless inspiration. It will also give your customers, 
clients, followers much more value since the gain is 
double sided. You will gain from the value you are giving 
your clientele because of the divine law that you get what 
you give. When you are giving something that you enjoy 
from your soul, and are passionate about, the value to 
both sides will be immense. It is a definite win-win 
situation. 

Take a look at Murray Gell-Mann, an American 
physicist who studied particles in the late 1940s when 
particle accelerators were first introduced. These particle 
accelerators could slam sub-atomic particles together at 
nearly the speed of light which lead to their breakage, and 
this lead to the discovery of many new particles which 
broke away in the process. So many of these strange 
particles were discovered that physicists referred to them 
as the “particle zoo.” Gell-Mann was very interested in 
these new particles, but it was considered an off-beat field 
and he was advised by his teachers and colleagues not to 
go into it because they thought that it would be a waste of 
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his time and energy and would lead him nowhere. But he 
decided to follow his curiosity and interest, and found 
that within the bewildering array of new particles there 
were patterns. He used common characteristics to divide 
particles into different families and in the process isolated 
the smallest components of the atoms’ nucleus, the pieces 
that protons and neutrons, which were thought to be 
elementary, are made of. He named these building blocks, 
quarks, now known to be the smallest particles in the 
universe. In 1969 Gell-Mann received the Nobel Prize in 

physics for his work on the theory of elementary particles. 

(123, 124, 125, 126) 
Loving what you are doing and having interest in it 

is an important key towards reaching success in any field 
as well as making money. In 2013, Deloitte’s Centre for 
the Edge published the Shift Index to measure the long 
term forces that shape the US economy. According to the 
2013 Deloitte’s Shift Index, worker passion was very low: 
79% of people were dissatisfied with their jobs, something 
that hinders learning and performance. This index also 
shows a widening gap between the creative class and the 
rest of the US labor force; the creative class is reaping 

more financial rewards. (127) 
It is well worth doing some introspection to get to 

know what you are good at and in what you are most 
interested and love doing.  
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Some of us know exactly what we are good at doing 
from an early age, but others may be less focused and not 
so sure about what is their true purpose in life. By reading 
this book series by now you should have your goals and 
ideals outlined (I especially recommend reading Books 1 
& 2 as a basis to your personal development knowledge 
along with any other book in the series which delves 
deeper into an aspect of life you wish to improve). 

Furthermore, I find it very useful doing a free 
online personality test to learn more about yourself. This 
will provide you with some really important insights that 
you may be unaware of. This is an important tool to start 
recognizing what motivates you and what field of 
endeavor you would like to undertake to earn a living. 

There are many free online personality tests on the 
internet, here are two links to interesting ones: 

1.  www.capt.org/take-mbti-assessment/mbti.htm 
2.   www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/JTypes2.asp 

I find it very important to take part in this self-
discovery quest. It personally helped me recognize my 
strong traits and my weaker ones. 

Personality tests may become quite addictive so I 
recommend you choose to do no more then 2-3 of them. 
By then you will have learned your personality type and 
the career opportunities that best suit your personality. 
From the recommended options, choose those that you 
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know you love doing and that will make you feel happy , 
satisfied and most fulfilled, as well as those options that 
will allow you to use your best personal gifts to provide 
the most value to your customers. 

By all means, do what you love and love what you 
do. 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CHAPTER 5 

   The 6 Principles for Creating 
Wealth – Principle 3: Belief 

“It's not who you are that holds you back, it’s who you 
think you're not.” 

- Hanoch McCarty 

The third set of questions to ask yourself are: 
“Do I really believe in this choice? Do I really 

believe this choice is right for me? Do I believe I 
can do this/ achieve this/make this work?" 

The third principle is Belief. You must first believe 
in your ability to achieve the goal of making money. 

You can conceive only what you believe you can 
conceive. There is no reason on earth why one person can 
make billions of dollars while others can’t make a dime. 
Limiting beliefs that you may be holding about making 
money are keeping you from reaching your true potential. 
Check out Chapter 6 in Book # 1 of this series regarding 
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clearing limiting beliefs where you will find a practical, 
easy to do, step by step strategy to release and remove the 
limiting beliefs that may be holding you back. I, myself, 
have had many limiting beliefs in many aspects of my life, 
and have learned to regain power over my life  by 
removing them. I have removed the limiting beliefs and 
replaced them with positive beneficial ones that have 
helped me achieve all of my goals including my financial 
goal of becoming monetarily independent. I did not 
believe myself to be worthy enough, to be good enough, 
or to be smart enough to achieve my goals, and these 
beliefs were limiting me from reaching my true potential. 
It is always our beliefs that make or break us.  

Arnold Schwarzenegger is one of the many 
examples of how one can come from a difficult 
background and make it to the top due to belief in 
himself. Schwarzenegger’s early years being raised in 
Austria were uptight and uncomfortable due to his 
father’s behavior towards him. Schwarzenegger found an 
escape from family life watching movies, particularly 
movies with Hercules starring in them. Those movies also 
contributed to his obsession with America, Hollywood, 
and with bodybuilding.  He was ridiculed as a child by his 
father because of these obsessions and sent to the 
military, but he did not give up on his dream of becoming 
a bodybuilder. Schwarzenegger recalls that every night, 
after military training was finished for the day and the 
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other soldiers went to sleep, he would begin his 
weightlifting training. One day he read of an upcoming 
Junior Mr. Europe weightlifting competition in Stuttgart, 
Germany. He trained non-stop for the competition and 
secretly left the military base to take part in the 
competition. He won first prize and earned the title Mr. 

Europe at the age of 18. (128) After the competition he was 
jailed for a week because he had left the military base 
without permission, but when word of his winning came 
to the attention of his officers, they decided to help him 
train and provided him with proper weights and a diet to 
build muscle mass. After leaving the military, 
Schwarzenegger went on to enter the Mr. Universe 
competition and came in second place. One of the judges 
was so impressed with him he decided to take 
Schwarzenegger to live with him and his family in 
London and train him specifically to win the next time. 
The training paid off and at the young age of 20 he 

became the youngest Mr. Universe. (129, 130) This paved the 
path to his second dream of coming to America which he 
did at the age of 21. Schwarzenegger moved to the US and 
later fulfilled his other childhood dream of becoming a 
Hollywood star. He became the biggest Hollywood movie 

star in the 1990s (131). 
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It was his belief in himself, no matter what other 
people thought of him, that got him to the top of his 
profession. 

We are all given unique and special talents when 
we arrive into this world and we can, and should, use 
these treasures to become financially independent so that 
we may also enjoy the talents other people who also share 
their gifts with us. 

Financial independence is the freedom we each 
deserve and it is our duty to achieve it. It is our individual 
responsibility to reach financial freedom and this should 
not be delayed. We each have unique abilities to produce 
an income for ourselves that we will be happy in earning, 
that we will enjoy, and which will provide great value to 
others.  

In order to increase your belief in your ability for 
creating wealth for yourself, I truly recommend reading 
The Science of Getting Rich by Wallace Wattles.  

Here is the link to download this short book for 
free: 

http://goo.gl/22s5m2 

This is a short, but very concise and important 
book to help you change your outlook on making money. 
It is a MUST read for all who wish to become wealthy. 
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This book will help get you in the best mindset for 
attracting the wealth you deserve into your life. 

Once you believe in your power to achieve 
something, your subconscious mind summons the forces 
available to you, and you will be able to create your 
desire. The power of faith and belief are unsurmountable 
because it is our beliefs that determines our feelings 
which in turn determines our choices, behavior’s, and the 
outcome of our life. It is never our circumstances that will 
determine our feelings; it is only our beliefs and attitude 
towards something that will determine how we feel about 
it.  

Barack Obama, for example, truly believed in his 
ability to become president of the United States even 
though many odds were against him and he created this 
reality for himself through his belief in himself.  

We are always creating our circumstances through 
the vibrations we are emitting outwards. We can choose 
what we are emitting, and in turn, what we are creating in 
our life, by examining our feelings about the subject. If we 
are feeling good about a subject, then we are emitting 
good vibrations, and thereby we are guaranteeing 
ourselves positive situations in life, and the opposite is 
also true. If we are emitting bad vibrations, we will 
summon into our life negative situations. 

If you wish to improve your financial situation, you 
must believe in your ability to do so. Once you believe you 
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are able to create a better financial situation for yourself, 
you have regained control over your financial situation. 
The more control you feel you have over your financial 
situation, the happier you will feel, and the happier you 
are, the more positive the vibration that you are emitting 
outwards. Taking control over a situation means taking 
control over your attitude and what you feel about it. 

People with the odds stacked against them have 
managed to bring themselves to a better life through 
belief. Look at Susan Boyle who appeared on the 
“Britain's Got Talent” show in 2009. Boyle was a 47 year 
old woman who had been born with Aspergers Syndrome, 
also known as "autistic psychopathy” which can lead 
to difficulty interacting socially, repetitive behaviors, and 
clumsiness. Boyle had a talent: she loved singing. But she 
had all the odds against her getting into and certainly 
winning the top prize of the show. Yet by believing in 
herself and her abilities and with some persuasion from 
her coach, she joined the auditions and was voted into the 
competition. Her audition was filmed and published on 
YouTube. It quickly became the most watched YouTube 
video of the year with over 120 million viewings, more 
than three times higher than the second most popular 

one. (132)
 It was such an amazing audition because when 

she went on stage the judges joked about her until they 
heard her sing. They “judged the book by its cover.” In the 
end Boyle won second place in the talent competition and 
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this put her in the public eye. Her first album, I Dreamed 
a Dream became Amazon.com's best-selling album in 
pre-sales on September 4, 2009, nearly three months 
before the scheduled release, (133)

 and in only a week it 
sold more than 2 million copies worldwide, becoming the 

fastest selling global female debut album. (134)
 In Britain, 

Boyle's debut album was recognized as the fastest selling 
UK debut album of all time selling 411,820 copies in its 
first week. In the US, the album sold 701,000 copies in its 
first week, the best opening week for a debut artist in over 
a decade. (135) It was one of only two albums to sell over 
3 million copies in the US, and was also the top selling 

"physical" album of 2009. (136) This has in turn garnered 

more media attention for her, (137)
 and in May 2010, 

Susan Boyle was voted by Time magazine as the seventh 
most influential person in the world. (138, 139) 

If you have found something that you love and 
enjoy doing and will also add value to other people, is 
there any reason on earth for you not to be able to create 
a good and steady living from it? Of course not! It’s time 
to choose to believe in yourself. 

This brings us to the next principle of the 6 
Principle strategy for creating wealth, Action. 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CHAPTER 6 

  The 6 Principles for Creating 
Wealth – Principle 4: Action 

“Not he who has much is rich, but he who gives much.” 

- Erich Fromm 

The fourth set of questions to ask yourself are: 
“What actions can I make to forward my desire? 

What are the steps I can make to advance 
manifestation of my desire?”

The fourth principle is to take Action. Now that 
you know what you are good at, what you love doing, how 
others can gain value from it, as well as believing in your 
ability to become wealthy from what you enjoy, then it is 
time to take action. 
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The first part of taking action is by making a plan 
that will lead you toward achieving your goal. Goals give 
our lives meaning and purpose, and plans point us in the 
right direction as we need to know where we are headed. 
As the wise saying goes: “Those who fail to plan, plan to 
fail.” 

Let’s take a look at New Zealander Sir Edmund 
Hillary and Nepalese Sherpa, Tenzing Norgay, who were 
the first people to ever reach the summit of Mount 
Everest, the highest mountain in the world, soaring in 
height to 29,035 feet (8,850 m), and long considered 

unclimbable and the ultimate climbing challenge. (140) 
They were part of the ninth British expedition to climb 
Mount Everest led by John Hunt, which totalled over 400 
people, including 362 porters, twenty Sherpa guides and 

10,000  lbs of baggage. (141, 142) Like many such 
expeditions, it was definitely a team effort. Hunt selected 
two climbing pairs to attempt to reach the summit. After 
7 weeks of climbing, Hillary and Tensing reached the 
summit of Mount Everest, at 11:30 a.m. on May 29, 1953. 

Climbing Mount Everest is extremely dangerous. 
The weather is below freezing (which puts climbers at risk 
of extreme frostbite of any body part exposed to the air), 
and there is clear potential for falling or slipping from 
cliffs into deep crevasses. Climbers also suffer from the 
effects of "mountain sickness” (hypoxia) from the 
extreme high altitude which prevents their brain from 
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getting enough oxygen. Any climber who climbs above 
8,000 feet (26,000  ft) enters what is known as “death 
zone” and faces significant challenges for their survival. 
High winds at these altitudes on Everest are also a 
potential threat to climbers as well as sudden weather 

changes. (143)Another significant danger to climbers is low 
atmospheric pressure. The atmospheric pressure at the 
top of Everest is about a third of that at sea level pressure 
or 0.333 standard atmospheres (337 mbar), resulting in 
the availability of only about a third as much oxygen to 

breathe. (144) Debilitating effects of the death zone are so 
great that it takes most climbers up to 12 hours to walk 
the distance of 1.72 kilometres (1.07 mi) from South Col, 
the final camp before the summit of Everest where death 
zone of Altitude sickness becomes a significant threat and 
can easily prove fatal, to the summit. (145) The South Col is 
typically ravaged by high winds, leaving it free of 
significant snow accumulation. 

Most Mount Everest climbers suffer from 
headaches, cloudiness of thought, lack of sleep, loss of 
appetite, and fatigue. And some, if not acclimatized 
properly, can get the more acute signs of altitude sickness 
which include dementia, trouble walking, lack of physical 
coordination, delusions, and coma. (146) Only through 
careful planning can one accomplish such a feat. 
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Climbers are required to spend a prolonged period 
of 40–60 days for altitude acclimatization. This is why it 
can take climbers many weeks to climb Mount Everest. A 
person living at sea level and exposed to the atmospheric 
conditions at the altitude above 8,500  m (27,900  ft) 
without acclimatization would likely lose consciousness 

within 2 to 3 minutes. (146)  The climb must be specifically 
planned before any action of climbing takes place.  

Climbers must strategize, buy, and then carry all of 
their food and supplies with them up the mountain. 
When Tenzing and Hillary made the first successful 
summit in 1953, they used bottled oxygen. Exact oxygen 
consumption needed to be properly planned as well as 
carried up the mountain. After months of planning and 
organizing, the expedition began the climb. On their 
journey, they came upon one particularly difficult rock 
face, a nearly vertical plane, 40 feet high on Mount 
Everest, located approximately 28,840 feet above sea 
level. It is located on the South East ridge, halfway 
between the "South Summit" and the true summit, and is 
the last real challenge before reaching the top of the 
mountain via the Southeast route. The Step later was 
named after Sir Edmund Hillary, who was the first person 
to scale it on the way to the summit. (The rock face is now 

called "Hillary's Step.”) (147) 
Once they reached the summit, news of the 

successful climb quickly made it around the world. Both 
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Edmund Hil lary and Tenzing Norgay became 
international heros. Hunt and Hillary discovered that 
they had been promptly knighted in the Order of the 
British Empire, a KBE, for achieving the ascent. Tenzing, 
the Nepali Sherpa and a citizen of India, was granted the 
George Medal by the UK. Hillary and Tenzing are also 
nationally recognized in Nepal, where annual ceremonies 
i n s c h o o l s a n d o f f i c e s s t i l l c e l e b r a t e t h e i r 
accomplishment. (148) 

It is important to create a plan for your desires so 
that each of your choices will point you in the right 
direction towards achieving your desires. Obviously, you 
will not know the exact path that your desires will unfold, 
but if you are working with a plan you have direction.  

By having goals and plans to creating the wealth 
you desire, as well as choosing to do what you love and 
have passion for, you will be in a good position to 
overcome the difficulties along the way to achieving this 
desire. You will understand that these difficulties are just 
tiny dots on the way towards reaching your goal and 
remember that you have something exciting to look 
forward to. 

Your plan may include learning new skills, perhaps 
you can read what to do online, or receive expert advice 
from those who have done it before you and are now 
willing to offer advice services. The internet is packed 
with instructions on achieving every idea that you can 
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possibly think of, even for very small niche markets. The 
information you can receive nowadays for a few dollars 
online is truly incredible.  

Your plan may also involve taking physical action. 
Do you need to find a physical place for your business? 
Do you need to contact or engage certain people? Do you 
need to sign contracts? Do you need to take loans? Do 
you need to buy items to conduct your business, renovate 
your space, etc.? All of these issues will need to be 
included in your plan.  

Now is the time to make your plan. In the next 
chapter we will go over the important steps to designing a 
plan for creating wealth, or you can choose skip it and go 
directly to Chapter 8 where you will find the next 
principle in the 6 Principles to creating wealth, Focus. 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CHAPTER 7 

 Principle 4: Action (continued) 
How to Make a Goal Plan 

“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.” 

 - Benjamin Franklin 

Remember the fourth set of questions to ask yourself for 
this principle:“What actions can I make to forward my 
desire? What are the steps I can make to advance 
manifestation of my desire?” If you want to take the right 
actions to forward your desires and make sure you are 
persistently working in the right direction towards 
accomplishing your desires, you must first put your 
energy into preparing a goal plan. 
Take a sheet of blank paper. 

• At the beginning of the page write down what is the 
physical thing you plan on providing as a service to 
others and wish to monetize. 

• At the bottom of the page write down your end goal. 
This is the value that you intend to give others. Write 
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down what is the value you expect others to gain 
from purchasing your service. 

• Next, at the top of the page, write down where you 
are today: What do you have already in place and 
what are the skills that you own today? 

• In the middle of the page, write down all of the 
things that you will need in order to achieve your end 
goal, but please do not write down generalizations 
like “I need $100,000 for renovations.” Instead write 
down that you are going to check out different loans 
and their interest rates in order to get that $100,000 
loan. Be specific! Another generalization can be that 
you need to advertise your services or product. 
Instead, be specific, write down the ways you are 
going to advertise and where. 

• Write down all of the things you will need in order to 
get you from the top of the page (where you are 
today), to the bottom of the page (where you desire 
to be). 

Now that your page is full with all of the steps that 
you think you will need in order to achieve your end 
result, take out a new page and write down the plan in the 
correct order as you see things from your current 
perspective.  

I can promise you that things will not always go 
exactly the way you believe they will, but if you are 
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following a plan you will know immediately if you are on 
or off track towards achieving your goal with every choice 
you make. 

I have written a plan for every business I have 
started, even when the business was just an idea in my 
head. I knew where I wanted to go and did my best to 
determine the best way I thought it would take to get me 
there. None of my plans ever went exactly in the order I 
had thought they would go, but I did reach my goals in 
the end and this is what is important. So long as you don't 
procrastinate and you continue to take daily action in the 
direction of achieving your goals and jump on 
opportunities that come your way, you will reach your 
goals. Even if you had opportunities come your way 
previously and did not follow them through, you need not 
worry. More opportunities will come your way to help you 
achieve your desires. Remember, you have not failed 
unless you chose to give up. If you continue taking action 
towards the achievement of your desire, it will manifest. 

Without the Action stage of the 6 Principle 
Strategy, your desires remain in your head and will not 
come to life. Once you believe in your ability and in your 
idea, the Action steps are what will bring your desire and 
idea to life. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 The 6 Principles for Creating Wealth 
– Principle 5: Focus 

“To succeed in your mission, you must have single 
minded devotion to your goal.” 

  
- A.P.J. Abdul Kalam 

In this principle there is no question to ask 
yourself, there are only answers to give yourself. 

The 5th Principle towards making successful 
choices in life for creating wealth is Focus. In making 
money, this may be hard for some of us. Sometimes you 
may have an idea in your head, go all the way with it, and 
then out of the blue, you get an even better idea just 
before you reach the finish line with the first idea. I won’t 
tell you not to go with the new, fresh idea, but I can say 
that if you stick with one idea all the way, you will surely 
reach your goal, and you will also reach it sooner than if 
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you do a few things at the same time. Every goal needs 
time, attention, and action to bring it to fruition. If you 
put every free minute you have towards achieving one 
specific goal, you will reach it much faster than if you 
scatter your energies into more than one. 

Focus is very difficult for most entrepreneurs. I’ve 
had this problem before, and it is quite common among 
entrepreneurs. The best way for me to stay focused on my 
goals is to write a Life Plan and to read it at least once a 
day, but preferably twice; once first thing in the morning 
before I start my day to get me moving in the right 
direction, and once before I retire to sleep so that I have 
my next day planned before me.  

A Life Plan is a list of all of the most important 
things you wish to achieve in life listed in chronological 
order of how you plan on achieving them, including a list 
of the things you need to accomplish on the way. Just like 
the plan you created in the previous chapter, your Life 
Plan only lists the general steps without going into the 
details.  

The list should be written in a language that helps 
you believe that your desires have already happened. For 
example, I found the perfect place for my business and 
signed a great contract with the owner of the property 
using this method. I have received a loan of $100,000 
easily and I used the money to carefully renovate the 
property and buy all of the equipment I needed to start 
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my business. I built a website and began advertising my 
business locally on Waze, Google, Youtube, Facebook and 
the local newspapers, etc. I’m sure you get the picture. 

Everything in the Life Plan should be written in 
past tense language, as if this desire has already 
manifested in your life, and the plan should be written in 
chronological order, e.g. what was done first, what was 
done second, etc.  

In order to maintain your focus, read your Life 
Plan in the morning and then at night before you go to 
bed. I have photocopied my Life Plan and have two copies 
waiting for me to read: one next to my bed and the other 
at my office desk. This helps me to focus my mind only on 
those things that are important to me and which will get 
me closer towards achieving my goals. The Life Plan acts 
as a compass and helps me make sure I don't get off track. 
Whenever I read my Life Plan, I also visualize myself 
already having achieved each step, as if I have already 
claimed that step. This also helps me stay focused on 
what I want and not on the limitations I may assume I 
will experience along the way.  

By reading my Life Plan twice daily and focusing 
on what I will have in my life when my goals are achieved, 
I surround myself with positive feelings putting myself to 
sleep with positive energies, and waking up in the 
morning with the same positive energies I fell asleep with 
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the night before. This step helps produce a much more 
productive day and keeps me in a positive state of mind. 

It is only through the principle of focus that people 
will reach greatness in their field. 

Let’s look at Dr. Barry Marshall, who in 1979 was 
appointed as a Registrar in Medicine at the Royal Perth 
Hospital in Australia, where he met Robin Warren, a 
pathologist interested in gastric ulcers. In the early 20th 
century, gastric ulcers were believed to be caused by 
stress and certain dietary factors. Treatment focused on 
hospitalization, bed rest, and prescription of a special 
bland diet. Later, gastric acid was blamed for ulcer 
disease. Antacids and medications that block acid 
production were the standard therapy. Despite this 
treatment, there was a very high recurrence of ulcers. (149, 

150, 151) Marshall and Warren decided to take an unthought 
of route and looked at the possibility of a bacteria being 
the cause of gastric ulcers. They performed an initial 
culture of the bacterium Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) 
and developed the hypothesis that the cause of peptic 
ulcer and gastric cancer was actually bacterial! (152) The H. 
pylori theory was ridiculed immensely by the medical 
establishment who did not believe that any bacteria could 
survive in the acidic environment of the stomach. 
Marshall was quoted in 1998 saying that "Everyone was 

against me, but I knew I was right.” (153)   
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After failed attempts in 1984 to infect piglets with 
gastric ulcers using the bacterium, Marshall decided to 
try and infect himself to prove his point. He took a 
baseline endoscopy, and then drank cultured H. pylori 
bacteria from a Petri dish in his laboratory. He expected 
to develop an ulcer one day in the future. He was 
surprised when only three days later, he developed vague 
feelings of nausea and bad breath. On days 5–8, he 
developed low acid production in his stomach. On day 
eight, he had a repeat endoscopy and biopsy, which 
showed massive inflammation (gastritis) and H. pylori 
was cultured! On the fourteenth day after ingestion, a 
third endoscopy was done, and Marshall began to take 
antibiotics. Marshall's illness and recovery experiment 
was published in 1985 in the Medical Journal of 

Australia. (154) Marshall and Warren were the first to 
identify the link between H. pylori bacteria and ulcers, 
concluding that the bacteria, and not stress or diet, 
caused ulcers. The medical community took 10 years and 
an international education campaign to inform health 
care providers and consumers about the link between H. 
pylori and ulcers before most patients began receiving 
antibiotics to treat gastric ulcers and gastritis instead of 
antacids and other therapies. The discovery of H. pylori is 
one of the greatest achievements in the modern history of 
gastroenterology. In 2005, Marshall and Warren were 
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology/Medicine for their 
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discovery of the bacterium H. pylori and its role in 

gastritis and peptic ulcer disease. (155) Marshall also 
received many other awards for this discovery and was 
awarded an honorary Doctor of Science degree by the 

University of Oxford in 2009. (156) 
By focusing on your ideas and goals and having 

plans in place, you will find it easier to overcome the 
difficulties that you will eventually face on the way to 
your success. 

Another great, but very different example of 
planning, is the story of Dawn Loggings who was 
homeless and abandoned by her drug-abusing parents at 
the age of 16. Her teachers and other people from her 
home town of Lawndale, North Carolina, donated 
clothing and provided medical and dental care when they 
heard of her story. Dawn also got a janitorial job through 
a school workforce assistance program in her own school.  

CNN reported that Dawn grew up in a shabby 
home with no electricity and no running water with her 
younger brother Shane. They often went days, even 
weeks, without showering and when they did shower, it 
would be in a public park. One day Dawn confided in a 
staff member at school saying that she had trouble doing 
homework at night because her home had no electricity 
and she couldn't afford candles. So her supervisor at 
school bought her candles so that she could study at 
night. Both Dawn and her brother were equally studious 
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in their schoolwork, but they kept moving from town to 
town, before reaching Burns High School, which was 
their fourth high school since middle school, which Dawn 
reached at the age of 15 after missing several months' 
worth of schoolwork which put her behind other student’s 
progress. 

Guidance counsellor Robyn Putnam saw the 
potential in Dawn and Shane early on and enrolled them 
in online classes to help them catch up with the rest of 
their class. The work paid off. Dawn’s grades became 
straight A’s and as she began her senior year, she turned 
her focus to her future college. She knew she wanted a 
different path for herself than her parents took. 

"When I was younger, I was able to look at all the 
bad choices, at the neglect, the drug abuse, and 
everything that was happening, and make a decision for 
myself that I was not going to end up like my parents, 
living from paycheck to paycheck.” She decided to apply 
to Harvard. No one from Burns High School had ever 
been accepted to the elite Ivy League school. In an 
interview for CNN Dawn says "I thought about it and just 
figured, 'Why not?' " 

Her history teacher, Larry Gardner, wrote a very 
touching recommendation letter for her. "I don't know 
how many times I started that letter of recommendation," 
he recalls. "Because how do you articulate her story into 
two pages? How do you explain this is a young lady who 
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deserves a chance but hasn't had the opportunities?” But 
after a prayer for wisdom, the words flowed: 

"Once again, words fail me as I attempt to write 
this letter of recommendation," Gardner began. 
"I can promise I've never written one like this 
before and will probably not write one like this 
again. Because most students who face 
challenges that are not even remotely as difficult 
as Dawn's give up. This young lady has, unlike 
most of us, has known hunger, she’s known 
abuse and neglect, she's known homelessness 
and filth. Yet she's risen above it all to become 
such an outstanding young lady…” 
Finally, after months of waiting, the reply from 

Harvard finally arrived: ”Dear Ms. Loggins. I'm delighted 
to report that the admissions committee has asked me to 
inform you that you will be admitted to the Harvard 
College class of 2016…We send such an early positive 
indication only to outstanding applicants ..." 

Not only was Dawn accepted to Harvard, she was 
offered full tuition, room and board, as well as assistance 
finding an on-campus job. 

Dawn also said in the interview, "I love my 
parents. I disagree with the choices that they've made. 
But we all have to live with the consequences of our 
actions. If I had not had those experiences, I wouldn't be 

such a strong-willed or determined person.” (157) Dawn 
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has learned some lessons at an early age that can't be 
taught in any school. 

By focusing on your desired end result and taking 
focused action steps to get you in the right direction 
towards achieving your goals, you will slowly but steadily 
reach your desired goal of financial independence. 
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CHAPTER 9 

  The 6 Principles for Creating 
Wealth – Principle 6: Future 

“Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I will spend 
the first four sharpening the axe.” 

 - Abraham Lincoln 
  

Planning for the future. 
The fifth set of questions to ask yourself are: 

“Will this choice of mine have a positive effect on 
my future? How can I make this choice have a 

positive effect on my future?”

The 6th and last Principle is all about planning for 
the future, so the first tip for reaching financial 
independence is this: Spend less money than you earn. A 
simple way to do this is to remove 10% of your salary or 
your income immediately upon its arrival and place it 
into a savings account. The bank can do this 
automatically for you. I have used this option for many 
years now and I can tell you that it's amazing how much 
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money you can save without noticing its absence. This 
allows you to automatically adjust yourself to spending 
less than you are earning. In the long run it will amount 
to a lot of money, and if you choose to  invest it wisely in a 
portfolio of passive income assets you will be well on your 
way to financial independance. In the next chapter I 
provide some sound advice on how to cultivate the habit 
of saving money which is an important habit to have in 
order to create a true financially independent future for 
yourself. 

Now you may be thinking to yourself “I am too old 
to start saving,” but this is just an excuse. Even if you 
start to save at an older age, you will still place yourself in 
a better financial position than you would be if you hadn't 
saved at all. The first step towards saving is always the 
hardest. Once you do start saving you may even find it 
enjoyable and challenging. If you are a go-getter, this may 
even ignite the competitive side within you. 

Stop making excuses and take responsibility for 
your bad spending habits and consciously change them. 
The attitude of “Spend now, worry later,” should be 
changed to “Save now, spend later on… when you are 
wealthy.” 

If you plan in advance and take all of the correct 
steps in order to prepare for a future of wealth for 
yourself, you are definitely on your way to becoming rich. 
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However, saving money is only one step towards 
becoming financially independent. The second step is to 
invest your money wisely into something that will bring 
you more money. You should still enjoy things that make 
you feel good, but do so after you have invested a set 
amount of your earnings into something that will make 
you more money in the future. Robert Kiyosaki, author of 
Rich Dad, Poor Dad explained that the price of real estate 
goes up about 6% a year on average. Some years prices 
remain stable, but overall in the long run, prices rise by 
6% a year, so investing in real estate is one very wise 
choice. In fact, this is the choice I made when I decided to 
create a passive income portfolio for myself. During the 
exact years I decided to invest in real estate, prices of 
houses shot up over 60% during the first three years and 
continued to rise steadily to reach 120% increase during 
the whole period of the 8 years I was busy investing. I 
created a fortune for myself during those years and it was 
all because I decided to start. When you start investing, 
you learn where and how to put your money in the best 
return investments. You will learn things when you are in 
the market that you can never learn from just reading 
about it or standing and looking at it from the sidelines, 
and this goes for any field of investing, business and life 
in general. Once you are inside, doors open up and 
understanding, knowledge, and ideas come to you as to 
which steps are best to take, but you must be totally 
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inside the market and invested in it for these insights to 
come to you.  

I say that to succeed in investing, you must first 
invest. Pick a percentage of your earnings to invest in a 
passive income portfolio to secure your financial future. 
Do this as faithfully and with as much excitement as you 
buy anything else you like to your spend money on.  

The decisions you make today will determine your 
financial future. To delay gratification and live even 
slightly below your means in order to become wealthier 
tomorrow is the smartest thing you will do in regard to 
your financial situation. Living beyond your means puts a 
strain on your finances and moves you away from your 
financial goals. Every time you make a financial decision, 
consider how it will affect your wealth in the future. 

 Furthermore, pay attention to where your money 
is going. Check your bank accounts and credit cards 
regularly to determine patterns of wasteful spending. If 
you find yourself off track, make the required changes to 
get yourself back on track. This will make you more aware 
of your spending habits.  

Most of us spend unconsciously and have no 
control over what we are doing. Once you become aware 
of your hidden expenditures, you will find yourself 
rethinking every time you are faced with useless spending 
habits and wasteful purchases. 
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Also plan ahead for unexpected circumstances and 
have at least four months of financial “breathing” money 
put aside in case you may need it in the future for an 
emergency.  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CHAPTER 10 

 Principle 6: Future (continued) 
Cultivating the Habit of Saving 

Money 

“The habit of saving is itself an education; it fosters 
every virtue, teaches self denial, cultivates the sense of 

order, trains to forethought, and so broadens the mind.” 

 - T.T. Munger 

Remember the fifth set of questions to ask yourself for 
this principle: “Will this choice of mine have a positive 
effect on my future? How can I make this choice have a 
positive effect on my future?” Well, saving money on an 
ongoing basis  is essential for creating a future of wealth 
for you and your family and achieving any kind of 
abundance. Cultivating the habit of saving money is not 
so easy to do, just as taking on any new habit is not easy 
as well. If you have read this book thoroughly, by now you 
understand that taking on a new habit and having it mold 
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itself into your routine and personality takes between one 
month to 45 days.  

A habit puts you in action mode without requiring 
much thought, effort, or energy. You understand your 
goal and the reasons behind it, and slowly your plan of 
action becomes your habit. 

To cultivate the habit of saving money is to 
cultivate the habit of spending less than you earn. 
Contrary to this healthy habit, getting deeper and deeper 
into debt is also a habit, but a very unhealthy one that 
may lead people to do all kinds of things that are quite 
detrimental to their future wealth and well-being. 

The first step in cultivating the habit of saving 
money on a tight budget is to stop spending more than 
you earn… period. This is the paramount towards 
becoming rich. Stop using credit cards if this allows you 
to spend more than you earn. Limit your bank cards to a 
reasonable level by calling your bank and requesting that 
a limit be placed on them of how much you can withdraw 
per day. Use cash when you go shopping if you find it 
difficult to control your spending habits, and leave your 
credit cards at home. This way you are more in control of 
how much you spend because you have a  limited 
spending capacity in your pocket. 

The second step towards saving money on a tight 
budget is to start paying off debts you previously 
acquired. This is similar to the habit of saving, but instead 
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of saving for the future, you are paying for the past. This 
can certainly be quite annoying at first, but if these two 
steps are not taken, you will find it very hard to reach the 
right mindset required to become rich and gain 
abundance. We humans are creatures of habits and if we 
have a negative habit, it will not easily disappear unless 
we replace it with a healthy habit. 

These first two steps will help you to clean up your 
financial act slowly but surely, and will allow you to 
become free to begin building a financially independent 
future for yourself and even pave the path to becoming 
rich. If you follow these two steps habitually, you will 
automatically raise your level of happiness because you 
will feel more in control of your financial situation. This 
in turn  will help you in the long run to create more 
abundance for yourself.  

I remember from my own experience that when I 
was in debt, it was like my entire life was on a downward 
spiral. I could only focus on the negative things and found 
myself complaining endlessly about my situation but 
doing nothing to change it. Through the Law of Cause and 
Effect, I later understood the detrimental effects my 
habits of spending more than I earned and getting deeper 
and deeper into debt were having on my whole life. This 
is the reason that before you start saving money, you 
should first pay off your debts and limit your spending to 
only what cash you currently have on hand. Of course, 
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you should aim and take action to earn more by using the 
suggestions in Principles 1-5 for creating wealth, but in 
the meantime, spend less than you earn and pay off your 
debts systematically. I remember that once I started to do 
this, I was astonished at how quickly I managed to get 
myself out of debt by just changing my spending habits. 
This really increased my self-esteem and made me feel 
much more secure and in control of my life, whereas 
previously, while I was deep in debt and spending much 
more then I was earning, I felt totally out of control and 
quite miserable. 

Once you are out of debt completely, it’s time to 
put into place the habit of saving a set percentage of your 
monthly income. This good habit will replace the habit of 
paying off your debt. However, this new habit is trickier, 
because since you are not in debt anymore, there is no 
one making you feel bad for not paying them on time, e.g. 
credit card companies. Therefore, you will need more 
self-discipline to form this new habit. Once saving money 
becomes a habit, it will remain yours to keep and will help 
you to create the wealth you desire. 

Financial self-control means that even though you 
can afford to buy an unnecessary item that may cause you 
momentary delight, rethink your choice. This is not 
always easy to do because this leads to a feeling of self-
denial, but actually you are sacrificing only a little bit of 
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present pleasure in order to gain a great deal of pleasure 
in the future.  

On the other hand, if you do not save, then the 
future will never be any better than your current 
situation. As time goes by your ability to earn money will 
reduce itself dramatically. In fact, your situation will be 
much worse as you age. It's actually not so difficult to 
save money; we just need to prioritize our needs versus 
our wants. It's those small things that we assume we are 
only spending only a little money on but do this practice 
daily which will amount to a lot of money at the end of 
the year.  Before you buy  something, think of its real 
contribution towards your level of happiness. This is what 
I call conscious consuming. Author David Bach called it 
the “Latte Factor” in his book titled The Automatic 
Millionaire: A Powerful One-Step Plan to Live and 
Finish Rich.  I loved his suggestions about how we can 
save our “latte factors.” Our so called “latte factors”  are 
what we can and should be saving. We should be living off 
of the rest of our income after we have put money away 
into our savings account by sparing our “latte factor.” It's 
those little things that really amount to much at the end 
of the day that make or break us. Once you stop spending 
money on chewing gum, candies, sodas, coffee at cafés, 
smart phone apps, music from the iTunes shop, and 
alcohol or cigarettes, you will be amazed to see how much 
money you will really be  saving. You know what those 
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little expenses are for you in your daily routine. Even if 
you are on a tight budget, you still have these little 
expenses that you can stop purchasing and instead save 
the money. 

You may be thinking that this spare money will 
never add up to enough to make you rich, but I can assure 
you that this is not true. In my case I had saved up some 
money on a monthly basis from my salary, and later when 
I left my job I also received compensation package. 
Together, both amounts of money allowed me to buy the 
house I dreamed of owning because I had saved enough 
money for a down payment against a mortgage. The rest 
of the purchase price I received from the bank through 
negotiating a good mortgage deal. You never know which 
opportunity will come your way when you have some 
spare money waiting on the side in a savings account. 
When you do have spare money available, you will always 
be ready to seize a great opportunity that might come 
along. 

So how should we do it? How should we cultivate 
the habit of saving? 

As I stated in the previous chapter, the moment 
your salary enters your account, start by putting away 
10% of it into a savings account, later you can increase 
this to 15%. This is not much to start off with, but it is 
enough to kick in the savings habit. Call your bank and 
have them make the transfer into a separate savings 
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account automatically after your salary enters your 
account, and then live only off of the remainder of your 
salary. I recommend you set aside another 5% for 
travelling or any other long term goals you have in mind 
for the year. 

If you receive any money as a gift from your family 
or friends, place it also into your savings account. 
Remember, the money is still yours. It belongs to you! 
And if you work in a controlled manner, later you can use 
this money to buy some investments that will provide a 
passive income for you. This is the sure way towards 
financial independence. 

There are many reasons to take on the habit of 
saving. Firstly, it will prevent you from much suffering in 
your later years when you can no longer work for money. 
It may also help prevent you from becoming dependent 
on your family for your well-being. Having to count on 
others for your own livelihood is the furthest thing there 
is from achieving true happiness, because you will have 
lost your freedom and thus control over your life. 

From the habit of saving, you are not only earning 
the sum of money that you have saved up, but you are 
also earning the characteristics that are required to 
achieve anything of importance and any long-term goal in 
life. The characteristics you will gain from saving includes 
persistence, self-control, and focus, and these are the 
precise characteristics that will help you achieve other 
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lifetime goals including great relationships, health, 
personal calmness, and self-control. 

Now that you have… 
(a) A specific plan that will add value to your 

clients or customers 
(b) A plan that you will enjoy  
(c) A plan you believe you can stick with in the 

long run 
(d) Focused action towards achieving your 

wealth and career goals… in the present 
and the future… 

…you are well on your way to achieving the abundance, 
wealth and fulfilment that you desire. There is no chance 
that you will not reach your destination if you follow 
through continuously and persistently with these 6 
principles.  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Closing Notes

Well, that's it, folks. I truly hope you now 
understand the 6 Principle Strategy to making 
successful choices in life for achieving all of your desires. 
The strategy is simple, do-able, practical, and easy to 
remember.  

The questions asked for each principle will help 
you in any and all aspects of your life that you may desire 
to accomplish or improve. Think of the 6 Principle 
outline when you are confronting any new choice in life.  
The 6 Principles for Creating a Successful AND 
Happy Life series includes: 

1. The 6 Principles for Creating a Successful AND 
Happy Life: Book # 1: The Basics Everyone Needs 
to Know 

2. The 6 Principles for Creating a Successful AND 
Happy Life: Book # 2: How to Create Peace of 
Mind 

3. The 6 Principles for Creating a Successful AND 
Happy Life: Book # 3: How to Create Optimum 
Health 

4. The 6 Principles for Creating a Successful AND 
Happy Life: Book # 4: How to Create Great 
Relationships 
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5. The 6 Principles for Creating a Successful AND 
Happy Life: Book # 5: How to Create Wealth 

To summarize the 6 Principles: Think about the 
value your choice will bring to your life and to those dear 
to you. Think about your personal love for the choice or 
desire. Believe and act upon your belief. Stick to your 
choice by focusing upon it, and always consider the 
impact this choice will have on you and your loved one’s 
future.  

By following each of the 6 Principles to making 
successful choices in life for every decision you wish to 
make, your life will benefit massively. 

Now it’s time to show the world the real you: 
unique, unlimited, all loving and boundless.  

I am wishing you a life of passion and greatness! 
 With Love, 

Galit Goldfarb 
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BONUS MATERIALS  

To supplement the knowledge in this book, I have 
created an online course titled: “The  Instruction Guide 
To Success, Happiness, And Fulfilment - Your Secret 
Step-By-Step Guide To Creating The Life Of Your 
Dreams Now!” to help you change non-beneficial 
behaviors and habits easily. Go to the link below to get 
access to this life altering course:  

https://goo.gl/veHaew 

This course will introduce you to a special secret 
step-by-step formula that I personally used to get me 
from having literally nothing to achieving success in all 
aspects of my life because this course helps you to 
systematically change your behaviours and belief systems 
allowing you to go from where you are today to where you 
truly desire to be just as it did with me.  

As my gift to you for purchasing this book, I’m 
including a 50% off thank you coupon for you as I believe 
that you really desire to change your current situation. 
This course will help you do it. Here is your coupon code: 

https://goo.gl/veHaew 
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There are only a limited number of discount coupons to 
this course so go to the link below to make sure you get 
your special offer now. 

https://goo.gl/veHaew 

I invite you to also follow me on:  

Facebook:     Galit Goldfarb 
Twitter:        @GalitGoldfarb 
Google Plus: google.com/+GalitGoldfarb 
Pinterest:      www.pinterest.com/galitgoldfarb 
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/

UCMnRWAq2iIOvx9tIDlqAcFQ 
LinkedIn:  https://il.linkedin.com/pub/galit-goldfarb/

11/463/b30 

In the following index I’ve included my 
recommended reading list categorized to help you on 
your path to specifically changing any aspect of your life 
in any of your ventures. 
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INDEX 

Recommended Reading List 

“I cannot remember the books I've read any more than 
the meals I have eaten; even so, they have made me.” 

– Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Peace of Mind 

The Master Key System – Charles F. Haanel  

The Secret – Rhonda Byrne 

The Power of your Subconscious Mind – Joseph Murphy 
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Health 

The China Study – Colin T. Campbell 

Healthy At 100 – John Robbins 

Whole: Rethinking The Science of Nutrition – Colin T. 
Campbell 

Relationships 

Emotional Infidelity: How to Affair Proof Your 
Marriage and 10 Other Secrets To Great Relationships –

 M. Gary Neuman 

What Shamu Taught Me About Life, Love and Marriage 
– Amy Sutherland 

Too Good to Leave, Too Bad To Stay – Mira 
Kirshenbaum 

I Want To Tell You About My Feelings – Mamoru Itoh 
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Creating Wealth 

Think and Grow Rich – Napoleon Hill 

Secrets of the Millionaire Mind – T. Harv Eker 

Rich Dad Poor Dad – Robert T. Kiyosaki 

The Slight Edge – Jeff Olson 

You may examine and purchase all of the titles above and 
more at my online store at: 

http://goo.gl/wVLl1X 
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